SAHARON SHELAH
We show that for every ξ < (2*)+, there is a theory T and set of types P in a language of power tc, such that there is a model of T which omits every p e P of power λ if and only if λ ^ Dέ. We also disprove a conjecture of Morley on the existence of algebraic elements.
The results which are proved here appear in [5] .
1. On η κ . DEFINITION 1.1. η κ will be the first cardinal such that for every language L,\L\^κ, and set of types {p:peP} (in L) if T has a model of power ^>η κ which omits all the types in P, then T has such models in every power ^| T\. (A type is a set of formulas with the variables x 0 , , x n only for some n < a). A model omits p if there does not exist α 0 , , a n in the model such that φ( We shall show that η κ = 2[(2*)^]. For this it is sufficient to prove that for every ξ < (2*)t here exists a theory T and a set of types P (in a language L = L( T}> of power ^/r) such that T has a model of power λ which omits all the types in P if and only if λ ^ 2 e .
The following theorem appears in many articles which deals with finding lower bounds for Hanf numbers. THEOREM On the other hand it is not hard to see that T 2 has a model of power *2~ which omits every pepŜ o it is clear that ^ > 2 ξ .
If there exists a theory T, \L(T)\ ^ £, and a set of types P in L(T), such that every model of T which omits every
THEOREM 1.2. For every ζ < (2*) + ,
£fcere is a theory T, \L(T)\ <Ξ >c, α βeί of types P (in the language L) such that for every model M of T which omits every peP its set of elements is well ordered by < ¥ , and its order type is <Ξ£. Also T has a model which omits •every p e P, and the order type of the set of its elements is ξ..
Proof. For simplicity suppose | ξ \ = 2 K (it is clear that this is sufficient for proving rj κ = 2 (2 *,+).
Let S be the set of subsets of ic = {i: i < K). As |S| = 2 K = \ξ\ we can order S in an order of type ζ. S -{a{. i < ξ}.
Let us define the language L. It will have tc one-place predicates Q iy i < tc, and an order predicate <, and the equality sign. We define
For every j, i < f, P ί>j = {a?o ^ «i} U {Q λ (»o): Λ e sj U { -#*(&"): hgs^h < fc} U {Q,fe): Λ e β,-} U { ^fe): Λ ί s y , λ < ιc} .
We define P = {p 0 } U {p iJ : j <i < ζ}. If M is a model, which omits every peP, we define a function / from the set of elements of M to S by f(a) = {h:h < tc, ae Qf}. As M omits p 0 , α Φ &=φ/(α) Φ f(b), and as jfcf omits p*^' for every i < ΐ < f, it is clear that α < iιί 6 if and only if f(a) < M f(b). So it is clear that T = { } and P satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Proof. Suppose M is a model of T. We define a model Λfj. whose elements will be the elements of M and sequences of length n = Σi<m % < y$o of elements of M. The relations will be the relations in ikf, and Q Mί which will be the set of elements of ikf, the functions Ffi for i < n such that Ff!(<(α 0 , , α Λ _!» = α^ (when α 0 , , α % _! e ikf) and Ff'{a) = α (when α e ikf). The theory 2\ will be the set of sentences which hold for ikf x . It is easily seen, that T 1 is a complete theory, | TJ = | T| + fc$ 0 > and that T x has algebraic elements if and only if T has algebraic elements.
We shall also define
It is easily seen that T ι and p satisfy our demands. Morley told me that between 1963 and 1966 he disproved his conjecture. Later some people wrote him that they disproved the conjecture, but he did not remember their names. Seemingly, the review [3] is the first place the disproof was mentioned, but the proof does not appear anywhere. ]. After writing this paper, I find in a review on an article of Morley, that Morley has already disproved this conjecture (see [3] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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